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Enhance your Computer Security Incident Responder Team's (CSIRT) capabilities with the 
Incident Response Hydra. This unique service provides comprehensive testing for your 
team by simulating one-time instances drawn from a dynamic pool of possible threats. 
The IR Hydra challenges your team to triage information and make timely decisions in 
evolving threat scenarios, ranging from basic attacks to advanced persistent threats.

INCIDENT RESPONSE HYDRA

KEY BENEFITS:
Test and strengthen your team’s ability to identify, mitigate, and recover from dynamic 
cyber threats in a realistic threat environment.

Cohesively demonstrate balancing daily operational demand with emerging risk.  

Drawn from extensive academic research and informed by 60 years of investigative experience, 
this exercise is continually refined to mirror the evolving landscape of modern threats.

Be assured that all discussions will be kept strictly confidential, and any advice will be handled 
with integrity and impartiality.



TAILORED TO ASSIST YOU

FREE OF CHARGE
All of our services are provided free of charge and designed to be accessible to everyone, 
whether they have very little knowledge of cyber crime, or are individuals who hold IT security 
and risk management roles.

We are an independent, vendor agnostic service, with direct access to Police and Action Fraud 
databases. Our intelligence led services are continually updated to reflect the most relevant 
and prevalent threats to your business.

Whether you are a small medium enterprise, or a large corporation, we have a range of 
services tailored to assist you.
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Incident response skills play a crucial role in ensuring effective cyber security, and real-time 
training is widely recognised as one of the most effective methods for refining these skills. 
Instead of conventional linear training, the Incident Response Hydra introduces an open-world 
exercise meaning that no two simulations will be the same. Every decision made alters the 
likelihood of encountering another attack which are drawn from a pool of potential intrusions. 
Teams will encounter realistic and unique scenarios that immerse them in a dynamic 
environment, thoroughly testing every aspect of an Incident Responder's role.

The IR Hydra guides teams through the evolution of a cyber attack targeting a large 
organisation. Adhering to a challenging Gold strategy, teams will be tasked with evaluating 
information, developing a working strategy, and distributing responsibilities amongst key roles 
such as Loggist, Asset Manager, and the Key Decision Maker. In their chosen configuration, 
teams must endeavour to safeguard critical operations, uphold the organisation's share price, 
and maximise the efficient utilisation of available resources.

The IR Hydra has been designed to stay at the forefront of cyber preparedness training. 
Regular updates incorporate Police information on emerging attack types into the exercise’s 
repertoire of possible scenarios. This dynamic approach ensures that delegates will confront 
threats that align with the most up-to-date information that investigators have observed in the 
cyber threat landscape.


